University of Birmingham
MSci Environmental Geology with an International Year
Earth Sciences looks to the past, present and future of planet Earth. Unravelling the disappearance of dinosaurs, finding acceptable ways to dispose of nuclear
waste, predicting earthquakes and volcanic eruptions… Earth Sciences seeks to answer all sorts of issues and conundrums, making it a fascinating area of study.
It’s also a great career choice, with a buoyant job market for graduates with opportunities worldwide, and an increasing awareness of environmental issues across the
globe.
Our flexible Environmental Geology degree course allows you to specialise in areas of interest to you in the final two years, and
looks at issues such as pollution of water resources; climatic change, past present and future; environmental management;
natural hazards and their prediction; and human impact on the environment through mining and waste disposal.
On this MSci Environmental Geology with an International Year programme, you spend the third year of your degree at a partner
institution in North America, Australasia or Scandinavia.
Follow Earth Sciences at Birmingham on Twitter
(https://twitter.com/geology_bham)

Study here and find out why the University of Birmingham has been awarded The Times and The Sunday Times University of the Year 2013-14
(http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2013/09/20-sep-Birmingham-announced-as-University-of-the-Year.aspx)

Course fact file
UCAS code: F632
Duration: 4 years
Places Available: 109 (All Earth Sciences and Environmental Sciences courses)
Applications in 2013: 646
Typical Offer: AAA (More detailed entry requirements and the international qualifications accepted can be found in the course details (?
OpenSection=EntryRequirements) )
Start date: September

Related courses
BSc Environmental Geology (F630) (/undergraduate/courses/gees/environmental-geology.aspx)
MSci Environmental Geology (7F93) (/undergraduate/courses/gees/environmental-geology-msci.aspx)

Contact
Admissions Tutor:
Dr James Wheeley
Tel: +44 (0)121 414 6158
Email: j.r.wheeley@bham.ac.uk (mailto:j.r.wheeley@bham.ac.uk)
General admissions enquires:
Student Recruitment Team
Tel: +44 (0)121 414 8327
Email: uggeologyadmissions@contacts.bham.ac.uk (mailto:uggeologyadmissions@contacts.bham.ac.uk)
School of Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences (/schools/gees/index.aspx)
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